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What we’ll 
cover

• Choosing Your Publishing Path
• Is self-publishing right for you?
• If so, what choices you have and how to decide
• Choosing between CreateSpace and Ingram Spark

• Getting Your Book Ready
• The four kinds of editing
• Covers and Interiors
• The IBPA standards 
• Metadata



What are your 
publishing

choices

Self-published/print
• Chapbook, spiral bound, etc.
• True DIY
• DIY Platforms

• Ingram Spark, Lulu, Create Space (Shutterfly, BookBaby & Blurb)
• Subsidy/”Vanity” –

• Dog Ear, Lulu, Outskirts, Author Solutions (Xlibris, Authorhouse, Balboa, Abbott, 
Wetbow, iUniverse)

• Hybrid 
• Wheatmark, Spark Press, She Writes Press, InkShares, Evolved Publishing

Self-published/non-print
• E-books (90% Kindle)
• Web-based publishing

Traditional
• Independent/small publishers (IBPA members)
• The Big 5
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The 5 
important 

elements to 
your decision

• The right path for you will be determined by 5 factors:
• Goals
• Patience
• Control – 3 questions

• Publish or not
• Control over the contents, cover
• Control over what you pay for

• Format
• Resources 

• Money
• Time 
• Author platform
• Skills



Ingram Spark CreateSpace
Direct to consumer (reader) No Yes
Bookstore/library distribution Yes Possible+
Credit Card required Yes No
Submission fee $49/$49* Free
Provides ISBN No Yes - optional
Change fees 1st free; subsequent $49/$49 Free-unlimited
Formatted Interior templates 6 1
Templates with design 6 for purchase Various for purchase
Interior format requirement pdf pdf or doc
Imbedded fonts required Yes No
Online build your own cover No Yes-use their templates
Professional Services** Packages only None
Paperback Yes Yes
Hardback Yes No
Audio books Not yet Yes
Art books Yes Not recommended
Photographs Yes Black and white
Online proofs Yes Yes
Printed proofs @ cost+shipping Yes Yes
E-Pub Yes Kindle only
ARC/Proofs Limitless copies Limted to 5
Print copies without publish? Yes Yes (new feature)
Set your own retailer discount Yes No
Retail friendly*** Yes No
Publish on Amazon Yes Yes

Ingram Spark or 
CreateSpace?
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Focus on your 
manuscript

• The self-publishing business needs your help!
• Clean manuscript
• NOT your first draft
• Well-edited and formatted

• Drafts
• Put the book aside for at least a month—more is 

better
• Consider early manuscript evaluation/development 

edit
• Content editors
• Beta Readers
• Copy editors
• Proofreaders



Development Content Copyediting Proofreading

Manuscript 
Evaluation

Plot development 
/strengthening

Grammar/syntax/
spelling/punctuation

Final grammar and 
style check

Story/theme/
narrative arc/plot

Point of view/tense Style (CMOS) Formatting

Characters Character arcs Fact checking (NF) Typos, typos, typos!

Craft Minor rewrites Check TOC, Index, 
Chapter heads

Tone/voice Page numbers, 
header/footers

What editing you need                             2 handouts



What does editing cost?

Source:  Reedsy



Who should 
edit your 

book?

Handout

• NO:
• Beta readers – they’re not editors
• NOT your next-door neighbor (the English 

teacher) or your spouse!
• YES

• Professionals at Ingram Spark, Reedsy, other 
consulting companies

• No more CreateSpace services – April 15
• Freelance professionals

• Southern California
• Freelance editors and writers (efa.org)



About the 
Cover • People CONSIDER your book because of the 

front cover
• People BUY your book because of the back cover



Cover 
elements

Front:
• Title
• Author
• Art or design
• Short, catchy phrase (optional)
• Award or blurb (optional)

Spine elements :
• Author, title, publisher logo
• Spine must be readable!

Think about how book looks on the shelf both ways



Cover 
elements -
continued

Back cover:
• Synopsis – The most important element of your 

cover
• Must be perfect- Your No. 1 marketing tool
• Cliffhangers are great

• Publisher logo or name & location
• ISBN & bar code
• Biography & photo (optional)
• One liner or catchy phrase (optional)
• Review blurbs (optional)
NO TYPOS HERE! NO MISSPELLINGS HERE!



Cover design • Unless you’re multi- and extremely talented, hire 
someone

• Where to find one
• How much it will cost

• Design considerations
• Genre 
• Depth - layers
• Two or three elements of your story

• Don’t crowd or confuse
• Only three typefaces MAX
• Readability, even in thumbnail
• High quality images or illustration



When cover designs don’t matter (as much)
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Genre-specific covers
Thrillers -- Broken typeface, suggestive art, overall tone of mystery



Genre-specific covers
Murder & Mystery – sans serif type, dark, often weapons



Genre-specific covers
Contemporary Romance – attractive people, soft colors, safe location



Genre-specific cover
Erotica Romance – easy to spot!



Genre-specific cover
Sci-Fi – otherworldly, masculine type
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What not 
to do



Covers in thumbnail / Covers for e-books

Amazon page

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=Revenge+of+the+radioactive+lady


Interior 
formatting

• What to prepare
• DIY platform options 

• Creating in Word – wonky and unreliable but…
• Design programs (InDesign, Scribner, others)
• DIY platform templates 

• CreateSpace, Ingram Spark, Book Baby, Blurb, Shutterfly
• General considerations

• Chapter headings
• Margins
• Headers/footers - CONSISTENCY
• Typefaces, etc.

• Fonts: Bembo, Minion, Bookman, Janson, Caslon, 
Garamond

• Drop caps, wingdings, etc.
• Widows and orphans and line breaks



Don’t make 
these mistakes

Use san-serif or Times New Roman fonts
• Unless it’s a very short book

Vary your line spacing or leading
• Choose one and stay with it

Leave ragged right edges
• Always justify

Set even & odd page margins the same
• Make your page margins mirrored

Keep inside & outside margins the same
• Make inside (toward spine) margins wider

Space between paragraphs
• Use spaces only to change scenes & time

Vary chapter headings and placements
• Should make chapter headings standard

Use “page” with page numbers
• Everyone knows it’s a page number
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Metadata & Registering Your Book          Handout

• Keywords
• ISBN
• LCCN
• BISAC 
• Copyright
• Descriptions
• Disclaimers
• Credits

2
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Copyright 2018 Marj Charlier
All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, without the prior permission 
in writing of Marj Charlier, or as expressly permitted by law.

This book is a work of fiction. Names, likenesses or other resemblances to companies, businesses, characters, places, and organizations are either 
products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to any actual person, living or deceased, is purely coincidental.

Cover design : FionaJaydemedia.com
Interior formatting: Sunacumen Press

Published by Sunacumen Press
Palm Springs, CA
www.sunacumenpress.com

Printed in the United States of America

The library of Congress has catalogued this Sunacumen edition as follows:
Charlier, Marj
Hacienda: A South American Romance / Marj Charlier
p. cm.
1. Charlier, Marj-fiction-travel. 2. Women’s fiction 3. Bolivia. I. Title
PS123456.T123R123 2018
123’.12—dc12  20181234567

ISBN-10: 1-234578-9-1
ISBN-13: 978-0-1234567-8-9



Preparing Your 
Book for 

Publication
• Appropriate and catchy cover design 
• Marketing-savvy cover content
• Clean and attractive interior design and 

formatting
• Good and complete metadata 
• IBPA “Checklist” for professionally produced 

books
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IBPA Standards



Printing Print on Demand
• CreateSpace & Ingram Spark & Lulu
• Others
• No warehousing, no minimum purchases

Printers
• Short-run digital printers

• Inconsistent quality
• Shorter runs-as few as 50
• Hardback limited

• Longer-run offset printers
• Higher quality but large quantities required
• You store!
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